While the other guy’s bill fluctuates from week to week as they find every opportunity to charge you extra, U.S. Linen & Uniform’s weekly fee remains reliably steady. You’ll never be surprised, as you’ll never pay an unexpected charge for unintentional loss, damage, employee turnover, garment preparation, or standard names or company emblems.
Mistakes happen. When handling non-garment items, like towels, napkins, and aprons, it’s all too easy to misplace or miscount an item. The other guys replace the number of items based on what they receive - so every miscount or lost item means that much less will be delivered in the future. U.S. Linen & Uniform does things different, making sure you always have a full inventory of what you need, even when mistakes happen.

No Surprises Billing & Inventory Plan

Never experience a shortage again for non-garment items.